Supporting
Government and the
Public Sector

The current context
These are unprecedented times for our
country which are putting additional
demands on Public Sector bodies


Front line NHS hospitals continue to respond to the
challenges brought about by COVID-19, alongside the
backlog of demand of critically ill patients



Supporting NHS services attempt to meet increased
requirements for equipment, such as PPE and ICU beds



Police and law enforcement services try to deal with
continual changes to legislation to support the management
of the pandemic

There is a need to deal with this by:



Local Government organisations increasingly support the
implementation of changes in their areas





Central Government departments continue to manage
complex, national initiatives, whilst preparing for other
challenges heading our way from the recession, EU Exit and
Net Zero Carbon agenda

Ensuring departments can cope with a level of
ongoing change; especially critical in business
continuity situations



All of this places significant pressure on the continued delivery
of vital change and transformation plans across Government
and the wider Public Sector.

Identifying the impact of the current situation on
change programmes and the operational and
functional teams within departments



Making hard decisions on which change plans to
stop, which to pause and which to continue



Driving on-going change and transformation
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Our perspective
Providing experienced, calm leadership to
help you drive change
In our experience we have seen many organisations struggle
with complex change and transformations. There
are several common challenges:



Be ready for change: identify the support you need early,
to ensure your organisation is set-up to succeed



Understand the leadership you need: bring in key people
who know what works and what does not



Focus on the outcome, not the process: tailor
the correct approach to deliver the outcomes the
organisation needs



Exploit your core capabilities: understand where
you have the necessary capabilities and where you need
additional support



Embed full ownership: ensure full involvement across the
organisation, senior business alignment and understanding

Our Project One team can help:



Experienced consultants, used to dealing with
difficult, stressful situations, with lots of ambiguity



Used to working remotely, orchestrating virtual
teams working in different (often global) locations



Proven tools and techniques that will give your
change programme a fast and accurate start



Trusted to step in at a senior level



Easy to engage and can be mobilised quickly to
support you for as long as you require
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Examples of our Public Sector experience
Crisis supply chain
delivery

Crisis delivery support

Government service
provider

Central Government
department

In response to the COVID-19
pandemic, we supported this
organisation with:



Pragmatically scaling up the
distribution of key medical supplies
across England and Wales



Ensuring disparate suppliers across
the country are aligned



Maintaining delivery urgency, pace
and resolving hot-issues.

Stabilisation of strategic
delivery

Government service
provider

In response to the COVID-19
pandemic and the national effort to
beat the virus, we are supporting the
establishment of:

Provided change leadership
experience to stabilise the delivery of
the strategic Technology
Transformation Programme:







Completed a time-boxed review to
identify, agree and implement
interventions to stabilise delivery



Took on key leadership roles to
improve end-to-end technical
delivery, data migration and PMO
oversight for the entire programme



Led the implementation of the
critical system release.

The delivery programme
The Command Centre
The ways of working in the
Programme Management Centre.
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Examples of our public sector experience, continued
Change capability uplift

Organisational landscape
review

Government-owned
funding body

Arm’s-length body:
Nuclear industry

Following a large increase in business
relating to COVID-19 Government
funding, worked with the COO and
Change Director to increase their
ability to deliver change:



Defined a new operating model for
the change delivery function




Baselined the change portfolio



Rationalised the supplier base.

Recovered and delivered a
document management programme

Commissioned by sector-wide skills
body to undertake a review of the
organisational landscape:



Conducted series of 20+ strategic
interviews with organisations and
employer companies



Undertook analysis and mapping
against the delivery of the Nuclear
Skills Strategic Plan



Developed key findings and
recommendations for improvement.

Data programme review

Government Regulator

Led the review of the Big Data
Programme – maximising the use of
digital intelligence to enhance their
insight for Better Risk Regulation:



The review compared progress with
five common causes of failure for
this type of programme



The outcome of the review was 23
recommendations – nine were
critical to action in the short-term.
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Who we are
We are a leading, independent consulting
business specialising in change


We are change experts; we make the complex simple



We have extensive global experience and bring insight
across all industries and sectors



We support large organisations with complex change and
ambitious businesses undergoing transformation



We provide a comprehensive set of change services to
accelerate and de-risk your change investments



We work in close partnership with our customers, focusing
on clear outcomes and building your in-house capability



We build long-lasting partnerships, based on trust.

We support organisations across all sectors,
working both in the UK and internationally.
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What we do
We help ambitious organisations to
change, thrive and grow
As specialists in change and transformation, we offer an
end-to-end service, working alongside you at every
stage of your journey.



Shaping Change: translating strategic ambitions into clear
change plans



Delivering Change: ensuring change remains on track,
delivering the required business outcomes



Enabling Change: improving your own organisation’s
change capability



Digital Change: delivering the foundations that will drive
your digital strategy.
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External recognition

Special recognition for:

Recognised as a:

Ranking in 3rd place:

Digital Transformation and
Organisation and Change

A UK Best Workplace

Fastest International Growth

Centre of Excellence in Wellbeing

Independent comparison of 200
mid-market organisations.

Voted by our customers and peers.

Independent accreditation via
anonymous employee survey.
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